INSTRUCTIONS: AcuDestress Attendees
At the Time of Attending an Intake Session

FULL ATTENDANCE
POLICY June 1 2015

Having had an Intake Appointment with Dr. Bailey,
take 24 hours to decide whether to attend. Then call our
office 613-867-0561 between 11 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. to
register with Rita Berthiaume. To be allotted a space
among the limited spaces we are able to make available,
you agree to attend 16 of the 17 program sessions
(including the wrap-up session) to supply all needed
information, to familiarize yourself with our policy on
program fees - either from of the back of this page, or, in
detail, on our web site: http://www.acudestress.ca/cost.html
and to talk over your financial arrangement with Rita.

Dr. Brian C. Bailey M.D.
AcuDestress for Stress
Management
www.acudestress.ca

dr.bailey@
acudestress.ca

South-East Ottawa CHC
1355 Bank St. Ottawa
and #316 17 Aberdeen St.
Ottawa K1s 3J3 registration &
appointments: 613-867-0561
admin@acudestress.ca

We have struck many different arrangements by which people are enabled to receive this service,
with some recipients even requiring nothing more than an OHIP card and no fees. Yet you also
need to realize that acupuncture is not a benefit of either OHIP or any other provincial insurer.
Only one exception of which we know exists. The Ontario Ministry of Health, stating in Ontario Bill
50, that ear acupuncture must be performed in a health care facility, pays for the same AcuDetox
ear acupuncture protocol we use for substance addiction at the Toronto General Hospital, the
Toronto Western Hospital, Toronto St. Joseph’s Hospital and in Ottawa, at Withdrawal
Management Services (to inpatients) through the Montfort Hospital, Sandy Hill CHC and
Centretown CHC ( all for substance addiction.) If this is what you or persons you know need, you
may present yourself there without a referral and expect to receive treatment without paying a fee.
The majority of recipients will pay fees so that we meet expenses. If we collected no fees, we’d
have to suspend operations. Dr. Brian C. Bailey M.D. does not work for the Province of Ontario,
except indirectly as a recipient of fees paid on a patient’s behalf. From AcuDestress revenue Dr. Bailey
must raise money for professional expenses, licencing, insurance, the cost of mandatory continuing
medical education, the cost of running a business office for booking, registration, payment and receipt
issuance, and pays one or more acupuncturist-facilitators. He has no way to meet these major expenses
except from what he receive for your services. If you sign on and don’t attend, or attend only when you
feel like it, he does not get paid. For all of these reasons, plus the fact that spotty attendance adversely
effects the other participants:

1.) Regardless of your arrangement for payment, including full exemption from payment,
you must clearly state your intention to attend fully, missing no more than one session,
in order to be accepted to attend. Showing up the first session implies this undertaking.
2.) If you miss one session (for which you will be exempted), you will receive a warning
that missing further sessions will result in your being billed $25 per missed session.
3.) Should you not pay for a missed session or should you miss three sessions, which
will mean, in any case that your acupuncture will not meet the minimum standard of 15
sessions per course, you will be asked to drop out and reregister in a later session.
We ask you to take this new regulation seriously, not as a penalty or
a hidden fee but as a measure which we have imposed after great
thought (and a year of unwanted gaps in our clients’ full attendance)
to insure that you (and others) will get the great value which is
available from AcuDestress when one attends regularly, and so that
we will be paid from your OHIP/OTN billing, not your pocket.

Brian C. Bailey M.D.

our web site at: http://www.acudestress.ca/cost.html
Cost of Acupuncture Component of AcuDestress
ACUDESTRESS involves two types of service - group and individual psychotherapy which are paid for in full by provincial
health plans (Ontario and most other provinces) or in part (Quebec) AND acupuncture, for which patents pay - but which is
increasingly covered by employer-provided supplemental health plans, or by the recipients themselves where possible. A few
patients are regularly treated, by special arrangement, each group session without paying out-of-pocket fees to come.
Due to the cost of providing this unique service, we can only forego acupuncture fees in a limited number of patients. Most
patients, however, can be provided with a six month payment schedule if required.
Determine your payment status during a live conversation with one of our office personnel before arranging your first
appointment. It is unpleasant to get a surprise after beginning treatment. Keep in mind that we do not get paid by the
provinces for acupuncture, yet we have the added cost of paying those who provide it.
By combining health care provider pay and user-pay on a case by case basis, we are able to provide this service at an
efficient rate of about half the rate provincial insurers pay for equivalent services and results. We will see that you get your
money’s worth, whatever you pay or don’t pay.
Ontario Telemedicine Network
Starting in mid 2014 - we began providing services using Ministry-of-Health of Ontario provided telemedicine. It works well!
Here’s how it works. Dr. Bailey sees patients for intake, in group and for out-take using privacy-secured two-way television.
This is like Skype - but with your privacy assured. We were skeptical at first that this would provide service as effectively and
with the same sensitivity as face-to-face meetings. But it has turned out that patients both like it better in the end, and benefit
more from it that the traditional way of seeing patients.
Our arrangement with the Ontario Telemedicine Network (who pay a small premium on top of OHIP) and Southeast
Ottawa Community Health Centre who provide technician and space for groups and appointments enables us to provide
AcuDestress without a fee to limited-income patients of Ottawa CHCs ( but only to those who do not have supplemental
insurance. )
Patients still need to have OHIP coverage or an equivalent. Subscribers of the Régie de l’assurance maladie du Québec
(see below) pay for service at Ontario (OHIP) rates by cheque or credit card, for which we provide receipts. Reimbursement
rates from the Quebec Régie vary from 60-90 % To avoid surprize, patients should check on what will be reimbursed before
taking a appointment.
Community Health Centre (SEOCHC abd others) patients need to check with us if you think you qualify for fee elimination.
Most of you will qualify, but it is not automatic.
Some CHC patients working in regular income jobs where insurance is provided are required to pay what their insurance
pays them. The bottom line is that to continue to provide services, we need to rely on your payments where possible. We
never turn anyone away for treatment on account of money.
Cost for Quebec Patients abd details of this policy appears on the web page

